FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS REPORT (SUMMARY)
Pennsylvania Lab Identification Number 01-21-128

Lead Investigator: Detective Dean Stapleton
Analyst: Forensics Officer T. R. Douglas
Incident No.: 129395-59N-2002
Date: June 18, 2002

Incident: Sample of pills found in the top drawer of the office belonging to Joanna Lynn at the City University 6/17/02, relating to the following case:

- 129301-37N-1999 – Death of Nelson Pohgline

Fingerprint Examination of Glass Container (129395-01)

- Four (4) full/partial fingerprints found on outside of glass and lid
  o 129395-01-F1 - conclusively matched to Nelson Pohgline
  o 129395-01-F2 - conclusively matched to Nelson Pohgline
  o 129395-01-F3 - conclusively matched to Nelson Pohgline
  o 129395-01-F4 - conclusively matched to Joanna Lynn

Fingerprint Examination of Pills (129395-02)

- Two (2) full/partial fingerprints found on white pills
  o 129395-02-F1 - conclusively matched to Nelson Pohgline
  o 129395-02-F2 - conclusively matched to Nelson Pohgline

- Copyright Crime Analysis Corporation -
All tests certified by Fingerprint Supervisor Mr. T. R. Douglas